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Grand Classique
Appellation

AOC Crozes-Hermitage
Type

White
Vintageyear

2019
Varietals

marsanne blanche 90%, Roussanne 10%
ABSTRACT

"White" version of the Crozes-Hermitage by Laurent Habrard.
PRESENTATION

The wine

An extraordinary terroir added to the "respectable" age of the vines, this is
what characterizes the white Crozes-Hermitage of Domaine HABRARD.
The vintage

Mother Nature was once again very generous for this very qualitative
vintage. A slightly lower production but largely offset by the richness of our
cuvée.
Location

Northern area of ??Crozes-Hermitage, village of Gervans.
Terroir

Located in the northern area of ??Crozes Hermitage, village of Gervans, an
extraordinary terroir added to the "respectable" age of the vines, this is what
characterizes the white Crozes Hermitage from Domaine Habrard.
Soils mainly composed of Loess and decomposed granites.
A quality terroir marked by steep slopes of 70% and vines exceeding 80
years.

In the vineyard

From organic farming, the vines are worked by hand with care and a certain
respect for the environment. Tillage replaces any type of weedkiller. The
"contact" treatment products do not penetrate the interior of the vineyard
and the nutrients are all of organic origin.
Vinification

Classic vinification: cold settling. Fermentations of about 15 days. Control
of temperatures.
Ageing
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Aging 7 months in stainless steel tanks.

TASTING ADVICES
Serving

between 10-14°C
Ageing potential: 2-4 years.

Tasting notes

Intense nose, fruits and honey. On the palate, very ripe yellow fruits. A
round wine with toasted notes with a beautiful fullness and a long praline
aromatic persistence.
Food and wine pairings

Fish ceviche with spices and mango.
SPECIFICATIONS

Alcohol content: 13.5 ABV
Allergens (sulfites): Contains sulphites
Winegrowing label: AB Agriculture Biologique

SPECIFICATIONS

Production volume: 9205 Btlles
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